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Source: FE Analytics. Data from 23 November 2009 to 31 October 2012. Taken on a bid to bid, total return, 

UK Sterling basis. Data taken on 2 November 2012. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
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Performance since Paul Smith commenced management 

FTSE 100 +19.6%Sentinel Defensive +13.9% LIBOR GBP 3m +2.4%
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� The Fund continues to provide stable capital growth with little volatility.

� The Fund has been tested by financial markets on several occasions under the current 

manager and on each occasion the Fund has proven to be a defensive investment.

� Notable market events include the Japanese Tsunami and the on-going European Sovereign 

Debt Crisis.

� The Fund has returned 14%, with tax advantages for the majority of investors as capital gains 

rather than income.

Notes
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The Two Fs
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Notes

� The Sentinel Defensive Fund Manager has been successfully using a defined returns strategy 

for more than a decade.

� Most investments in the Fund have a fixed life and/or fixed entitlement (The Two Fs) and 

hence a more defined return than a traditional equity holding. This makes it easier to model 

risks and returns, aiming to give the Fund predictability and provide stable capital growth in 

most market scenarios.



Data as at 31 October 2012 (31 March 2012).6

The Two F Exposure

FF = Fixed Life and Fixed Entitlement

F = Fixed Life or Fixed Entitlement

+ = Further potential
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Notes

� The Pie Chart shows the Fund’s exposure to the Two Fs.

� As can be seen, over 70% of the Fund’s investments have both a fixed life and a fixed 

entitlement; the additional components are either protective measures or investments that 

have the potential to provide additional returns beyond fixed entitlements.

� 10% of the Fund’s investments have neither a fixed life nor fixed entitlement. However, this 

proportion of the Fund still maintains defensive qualities and often the potential of a more 

defined return going forward.

� It should also be noted that our asset allocation remains relatively unchanged to earlier in the 

year.



Source: Images from Google.8

Banks-Financial Crisis…
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Notes

� Pictures highlighting some of the major topics during the credit crisis; US subprime 

mortgage crisis, run on Northern Rock, Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, the British 

government bail out of several UK Banks, significant injections of liquidity via quantitative 

easing.



Source: Images from Google.10

Quantitative Easing - Banks hoard cheap cash
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Notes

� In the last four years we have seen significant injections of liquidity via quantitative easing, 

liquidity & asset swap facilities and bailout facilities to encourage growth and to safeguard 

the financial system.

� Loose monetary policy has provided cheap finance for banks which they have at worst 

hoarded, or at best lent small amounts at large profit margins to “higher quality” households 

and businesses.
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So what are the banks doing?

� Reduce exposure (Increase Deposits / Reduce Loans)

� Streamline the business: Focus on core profitable activities

� Sell or Write-down Assets (Non Core Assets / Risky Assets)
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Notes

� Following the financial crisis, banks are having to ‘de-risk’ to meet regulatory requirements, 

to return to a sure footing and in some cases to enable eventual privatisation.

� Banks are de-risking through a streamlining of their businesses. In many cases this involves 

selling non core businesses, writing down non performing or “toxic assets” or only looking at 

“higher quality” business.

� Additionally banks have been looking to increase the levels of deposit they hold, to ward off 

any unforeseen liquidity requirement as some experienced in 2008.
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Are new banks helping?

Source: Images from Google.
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Notes

� The distrust of the major banks following the credit crisis and numerous scandals has led to 

new retail banks, and in some cases older, more established banks increasing their presence 

on the high street. However, these banks may be changing the image of retail banks but are 

not easing credit conditions and often found charging for retail banking services.
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Why are banks not lending?

Source: Images from Google.
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Notes

� Continued Turmoil in Southern Europe creates great uncertainty and hence reduces the 

desire to lend and the demand for finance and investment is reduced.

� Banks are reducing exposure to risk and they have a lot of property exposure on their books. 

� Following the financial crisis, new regulation has been introduced that requires banks to hold 

higher levels of capital and liquidity.

� With individuals, banks and governments all deleveraging simultaneously, economic growth 

has been muted, the UK has only recently returned to positive economic growth again.
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Increasing Capital Ratios: “Financial Buffer”

Source: Bloomberg.
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Notes

� Capital ratios are a key measure of a bank’s financial strength. The graph highlights the 

improving financial strength of major banks from the low levels before the credit crisis to 

today. 

� As this Fund holds exposure to senior ranking debt higher up the capital structure, it should 

benefit from additional layers of loss absorbing capital at the bottom of the capital structure 

as demanded by new regulations and highlighted in the graph.



Source: Bloomberg. iTraxx C.DSI Senior Financial Generic 5yr Index; From 23 November 2009 to 1 November 2012.20

Costs to insure against Bank Defaults (Credit Default Swap)

Market Assessment on the risks of holding Bank Debt

Higher Perceived Risk

Lower Perceived Risk
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Notes

� This graph illustrates the difference in perceived risk between senior financial debt and 

corporate debt using credit default swaps. The perceived risk and hence return from holding 

senior financial debt  has grown significantly since I commenced management of this Fund 

and therefore offers greater potential, especially as bank financial strength has improved.

� I believe that increased regulation and the de-risking of banks should over the medium term 

lead to safer bank debt and hence the recent trend (fall) to continue. 
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Sentinel Defensive Fund Exposures

Source: Bloomberg.

Weighting
5yr CDS (bp)

05/11/12

Average Life 

(Yrs)

Morgan Stanley 4.30% 206 3.1

Credit Suisse 4.30% 117 4.5

HSBC 4.00% 106 2.3

Barclays 3.70% 157 2.2

Goldman Sachs 3.50% 175 2.3

� Synthetic Zeros, Bonds, 

Defensive Autocalls and other 

Structured Products

� Generally increased our 

duration (risk) to what we 

consider the higher quality 

banks late last year and early 

this year

� Fund has benefited from a 

sharp tightening and flattening 

in the perceived risk of banks
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Notes 

� The Fund currently obtains exposure to banks via a number of investment types including, 

but not limited to, Synthetic Zeros, Bonds, Defensive Autocalls and Structured Products

� It can be seen that our top five exposures are generally cheaper to insure (CDS is less) for a 

five year period than the broader iTraxx Senior Financial Index, an indication that we are 

generally taking exposure to higher quality banks, as perceived by the market.

� Additionally the average life of our investments (duration) from each of the banks is shorter 

than five years. It is generally accepted that investment risk increase as the maturity of a 

product increases (specifically the possibility of default).

� The Fund has benefited from a sharp tightening and flattening in the perceived risk of banks.

� The Fund has benefited from increasing the duration of the bank exposure before this 

tightening.
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Appendix
Performance Since Launch 

FTSE 100 +10.3%Sentinel Defensive +12.6% LIBOR GBP 3m +7.2%

Source: FE Analytics. Data from 13 May 2008 to 31 October 2012. Taken on a bid to bid, total return, UK Sterling basis. 

Data taken on 12 November 2012. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.

Paul Smith Commenced Management
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Notes

� Performance of the Fund since launch.
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Glossary of Terms

� Derivatives: These are financial instruments whose value is linked to the rise 

and fall of other underlying assets.

� Equities: Another name for shares in a company.

� Fixed Entitlement: A defined amount that an investment will return at the end of 

its life.

� Fixed Life: An investment with a defined start and end date. 

� Volatility: Simply refers to the frequency and severity with which the 

price of an investment goes up and down.

� Structured Products: Usually linked to the performance of an index or other 

underlying  asset, these products often offer an element of 

capital protection and a defined return.
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Risk of investments 

Past performance is not a guide to the future. The price of shares and income from them may go down as well as up and you may get back 

less than you invested. Movements in exchange rates may also affect the value of the investment. Please remember that these investments 

are intended as long term investments. Details of the nature of the investment and the commitment required are described in the Simplified 

Prospectus document which is available on request. Reference to any particular stock does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell 

the stock.

Disclaimer 

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained within this guide, we regret that we cannot accept 

responsibility for any omissions or errors. The information given and opinions expressed are subject to change and should not be interpreted 

as investment advice. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments should not rely on the content of 

this document. Should you need advice, or if you are interested in this Fund, please contact your financial adviser. 

Issued by Premier Fund Managers Ltd. Premier Portfolio Managers Ltd and Premier Fund Managers Ltd are ISA managers and members of the 

Premier Asset Management marketing group, authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority of 25 The North Colonnade, 

Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS. Premier Portfolio Managers Ltd is a member of the Investment Management Association.  1211128160

All data sourced to Premier Fund Managers, unless otherwise stated. 12.11.1062CK

Important Information 


